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1. Introduction  
Within this chapter, the principles of numerical solar cell simulation are described, using 
AFORS-HET (automat for simulation of heterostructures). AFORS-HET is a one 
dimensional numerical computer program for modelling multi layer homo- or 
heterojunction solar cells as well as some common solar cell characterization methods.  
Solar cell simulation subdivides into two parts: optical and electrical simulation. By optical 
simulation the local generation rate ),( tG x  within the solar cell is calculated, that is the 
number of excess carriers (electrons and holes) that are created per second and per unit 
volume at the time t  at the position x  within the solar cell due to light absorption. 
Depending on the optical model chosen for the simulation, effects like external or internal 
reflections, coherent superposition of the propagating light or light scattering at internal 
surfaces can be considered. By electrical simulation the local electron and hole particle 
densities ),( ),,( tptn xx  and the local electric potential ),( txϕ  within the solar cell are 
calculated, while the solar cell is operated under a specified condition (for example operated 
under open-circuit conditions or at a specified external cell voltage). From that, all other 
internal cell quantities, such like band diagrams, local recombination rates, local cell 
currents and local phase shifts can be calculated. In order to perform an electrical 
simulation, (1) the local generation rate ),( tG x  has to be specified, that is, an optical 
simulation has to be done, (2) the local recombination rate ),( tR x  has to be explicitly stated 
in terms of the unknown variables ϕ,, pn , ( )ϕ,,),( pnftR =x . This is a recombination model 
has to be chosen. Depending on the recombination model chosen for the simulation, effects 
like direct band to band recombination (radiative recombination), indirect band to band 
recombination (Auger recombination) or recombination via defects (Shockley-Read-Hall 
recombination, dangling-bond recombination) can be considered. 
In order to simulate a real measurement, the optical and electrical simulations are 
repeatedly calculated while changing a boundary condition of the problem, which is specific 
to the measurement. For example, the simulation of a i-V characteristic of a solar cell is done 
by calculating the internal electron and hole current (the sum of which is the total current) as 
a function of the externally applied voltage. 
Source: Solar Energy, Book edited by: Radu D. Rugescu,  
 ISBN 978-953-307-052-0, pp. 432, February 2010, INTECH, Croatia, downloaded from SCIYO.COM
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Most solar cells, which are on the market today, can be described as a one dimensional 
sequence of different semiconductor layers. If they are uniformly illuminated, a one 
dimensional solar cell modelling is sufficient (the internal electron/hole current can flow 
only in one direction). This is the case for most wafer based silicon solar cells as well as for 
most thin film solar cells on glass as long as the integrated series connection shall not be 
explicitly modelled, see Fig.1 (left).  
 
Fig. 1. solar cell structures which can be treated as a one dimensional problem (left), or 
which have to be treated as a two or even three dimensional problem (right). 
However, in order to minimize contact recombination, stripe- or point-like metallic contacts 
which are embedded within an insulating passivation layer (i.e. silicon nitride, silicon oxide) 
are sometimes introduced. These contacts can either be placed on both sides of the solar cell 
or favourably only at the rear side of the solar cell, thereby avoiding shadowing due to the 
contacts. In these cases, the resulting solar cells have to be modelled as two or even three 
dimensional problems (the internal electron/hole current can flow in 2 or even 3 directions), 
see Fig.1 (right). In the current version 2.4 of AFORS-HET only 1D simulations are possible; 
however, there is a 2D mode under development. 
Another possibility to reduce contact recombination is the use of heterojunctions, that is 
different semiconductors are used to form the solar cell absorber (photon collecting area), 
the electron extracting area and the hole extracting area of the solar cell. Ideally, the excess 
carriers of the solar cell absorber (electrons and holes) should be selectively 
attracted/repelled towards the contacts, see Fig. 2. These selective contacts can be either 
conventionally realized by doping/counter doping of the solar cell absorber, leading to a 
formation of an internal electric field by which the selective excess carrier separation is 
achieved. In this case, homojunctions will form, i.e. there are no band offsets, as the absorber 
and the electron/hole extracting areas of the solar cell consist of the same semiconductor. In 
principle, if different semiconductors with appropriately matched work functions are used 
to form the electron/hole extracting areas, heterojunctions can be formed having the same 
internal electric field as the homojunction, but with additional band offsets that enhance the 
repelling character of the contacts, see Fig. 2 (right).  
A heterojunction solar cell will thus have a higher open circuit voltage compared to a 
homojunction solar cell. Less excess carriers of the repelled type are transported into the 
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Fig. 2. schematic sketch of selective absorber contacts (band diagrams of a p-type 
semiconductor used as an absorber material). Ideal contacts (left), homojunction contacts 
(middle) and ideally aligned heterojunction contacts (right). NOTE: The dimensions of the x 
axis are schematic and not in scale!  
electron/hole collecting regions, and thus the contact recombination at the metallic contacts 
is reduced. However, an essential pre-requisite is not to create too many interface defects 
during the formation of the heterojunction at the interface between the absorber and the 
electron/hole collecting area, which will otherwise act as additional recombination centres.  
A realistic computer program for solar cell modelling should therefore be able to handle 
homojunctions as well as heterojunctions, and it should be able to consider interface defects 
and the corresponding interface recombination )(tR it . Depending on the physical 
assumption how to describe an electron/hole transport across a heterojunction interface, a 
distinct interface model has to be chosen. For example, within the current version of 
AFORS-HET 2.4 a drift-diffusion and a thermionic emission interface model can be chosen, 
allowing the placement of interface defects but neglecting tunnelling. Tunneling interface 
models are under development. 
To assure a numerical simulation with reliable results, a good model calibration, i.e. a 
comparison of simulation results to a variety of different characterisation methods, is 
necessary. The solar cell under different operation conditions should be compared to the 
simulations. Also different characterisation methods for the solar cell components, i.e. for the 
individual semiconductor layers and for any sub stacks should be tested against simulation. 
Only then the adequate physical models as well as the corresponding model input parameters 
can be satisfactory chosen. Thus a good solar cell simulation program should be able to 
simulate the common characterisation methods for solar cells and its components.  
In this chapter, we describe AFORS-HET (automat for simulation of heterostructures), a one 
dimensional numerical computer program to simulate solar cells as well as typical solar cell 
characterisation methods. Thus a variety of different measurements on solar cell 
components or on the whole solar cell can be compared to the corresponding simulated 
measurements in order to calibrate the parameters used in the simulations. 
All optical and electrical models, which can be used in AFORS-HET, are discussed and their 
mathematical and physical background is stated. Furthermore, many solar cell 
characterisation methods, which can be simulated by AFORS-HET, are sketched. The 
difference in modelling thick film (wafer based) or thin film solar cells on glass will be 
investigated in order to choose the appropriate model. The basic input parameters of the 
corresponding models are described. Some selected results in modelling wafer based 
amorphous/crystalline silicon solar cells illustrate the concepts of numerical solar cell 
simulation within practical applications. 
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2. Brief description of AFORS-HET 
The current version 2.4 of AFORS-HET solves the one dimensional semiconductor equations 
(Poisson´s equation and the transport and continuity equation for electrons and holes) with 
the help of finite differences under different conditions, i.e.: (a) equilibrium mode (b) steady 
state mode, (c) steady state mode with small additional sinusoidal perturbations, (d) simple 
transient mode, that is switching external quantities instantaneously on/off, (e) general 
transient mode, that is allowing for an arbitrary change of external quantities. A multitude 
of different physical models has been implemented. The generation of electron/hole pairs 
(optical models of AFORS-HET) can be described either by Lambert-Beer absorption 
including rough surfaces and using measured reflection and transmission files, or by 
calculating the plain surface incoherent/coherent multiple internal reflections, using the 
complex indices of reflection for the individual layers. Different recombination models can 
be considered within AFORS-HET: radiative recombination, Auger recombination, 
Shockley-Read-Hall and/or dangling-bond recombination with arbitrarily distributed defect 
states within the bandgap. Super-bandgap as well as sub-bandgap 
generation/recombination can be treated. The following interface models for treating 
heterojunctions are implemented: Interface currents can be modelled to be either driven by 
drift diffusion or by thermionic emission. A band to trap tunnelling contribution across a 
hetero-interface can be considered. The following boundary models can be chosen: The 
metallic contacts can be modelled as flatband or Schottky like metal/semiconductor 
contacts, or as metal/insulator/semiconductor contacts. Furthermore, insulating boundary 
contacts can also be chosen. 
Thus, all internal cell quantities, such as band diagrams, quasi Fermi energies, local 
generation/recombination rates, carrier densities, cell currents and phase shifts can be 
calculated. Furthermore, a variety of solar cell characterisation methods can be simulated, i.e.: 
current voltage, quantum efficiency, transient or quasi-steady-state photo conductance, 
transient or quasi-steady-state surface photovoltage, spectral resolved steady-state or transient 
photo- and electro-luminescence, impedance/admittance, capacitance-voltage, capacitance-
temperature and capacitance-frequency spectroscopy and electrical detected magnetic 
resonance. The program allows for arbitrary parameter variations and multidimensional 
parameter fitting in order to match simulated measurements to real measurements. 
AFORS-HET, version 2.4, is an open source on demand program. If you want to contribute 
send an e-mail to AFORS-HET@helmholtz-berlin.de, specifying in detail what you would 
like to implement. It is distributed free of charge and it can be downloaded via internet:  
 
http://www.helmholtz-berlin.de/forschung/enma/si-pv/projekte/asicsi/afors-het/index_en.html 
3. Basic input parameter of AFORS-HET and associated physical models 
3.1 Optical parameter (super bandgap generation optical models) 
The incoming spectral photon flux ( )t,0 λΦ , that is the number of incident photons of 
wavelength λ  at the time t, has to be stated. In order to calculate the local super-bandgap 
generation rate ),( txG  within the semiconductor stack, that is the number electrons and 
holes that are created per second and per unit volume at the time t  at the position x  due to 
super-bandgap light absorption, there are two optical models available: (1) Lambert-Beer 
absorption and (2) coherent/incoherent internal multiple reflections. For both models, the 
thicknesses iL  and the dielectric properties of the semiconductor layers have to be specified, 
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i.e. the complex refractive indices, ( ) ( ) ( )λλλ iii knn  i~ −=  with refractive index ( )λn  and 
extinction coefficient ( )λk . If the model Lambert-Beer absorption is chosen, a measured 
reflectivity ( )λR  of the semiconductor stack can be specified, and the resulting absorption ( )txA ,,λ  within the semiconductor stack will be calculated, assuming Lambert Beer 
absorption by using the specified values for ( )λik  only and performing a ray tracing in 
order to account for textured surfaces and multiple bouncing of the radiation within the 
stack. If the model coherent/incoherent internal multiple reflections is chosen, the 
reflectivity ( )λR , the transmisivity ( )λT  and the absorption ( )txA ,,λ  of the semiconductor 
stack is calculated from the specified values ( )λin , ( )λik , assuming plain surfaces within the 
stack but taking coherent internal multiple reflections into account, if desired. For both 
models, ),( txG  is calculated from ( )txA ,,λ  by integration over all wavelengths of the 
incident spectrum. In order to model optical sub-bandgap generation, optical electron/hole 
capture cross sections 0, ≠optnσ , 0, ≠optpσ  for the Shockley-Read-Hall defects have to be 
specified.  
3.2 Layer parameter (semiconductor bulk models) 
For each semiconductor layer, the thickness L, the electron/hole mobilities nμ , pμ , the 
effective valence/conduction band densities VN , CN , the electron/hole thermal velocities 
nv , pv , the electron affinity χ , the relative dielectric constant ε , the doping profile ( )xND , ( )xN A  and the bandgap gE  of the semiconductor has to be specified. In order to describe 
recombination within the semiconductor, up to four different recombination models can be 
chosen, (1) radiative recombination, (2) Auger recombination, (3) Shockley-Read-Hall 
recombination, (4) dangling bond recombination. For radiative recombination, the radiative 
band to band rate constant bbr  has to be specified (Sze & Kwok, 2007). For Auger 
recombination, the electron/hole Auger rate constants Augnr , 
Aug
pr  have to be specified (Sze 
& Kwok, 2007). For Shockley-Read-Hall recombination, the defect density distribution 
within the bandgap of the semiconductor ( )ENtrap  and two capture cross sections nσ , pσ  
and if needed also two optical capture cross sections optnσ , optpσ  for the electron/hole 
capture have to be specified (Sze & Kwok, 2007). For dangling bond recombination, the 
defect distribution within the bandgap of the semiconductor ( )ENtrap , four capture cross 
sections +nσ , 0pσ , 0nσ , −pσ  and the correlation energy U  have to be specified (Sah & 
Shockley, 1958). Optical capture is not yet implemented in case of dangling bond 
recombination. 
3.3 Interface parameter (semiconductor/semiconductor interface models) 
The electron/hole current transport across a semiconductor/semiconductor interface can be 
described by three different interface models, (1) no interface, (2) drift diffusion interface, (3) 
thermionic emission interface. If no interface is chosen, no additional interface defects can be 
specified. Otherwise, an interface defect distribution ( )EN ittrap  can be specified. If the drift 
diffusion interface is chosen, an interface thickness itL  and interface capture cross sections 
it
nσ , itpσ  have to be specified. For both models (1) and (2), transport across the 
semiconductor/semiconductor interface is treated according to the drift-diffusion 
approximation like in the bulk of the semiconductor layers (Sze & Kwok, 2007). If the 
thermionic emission interface is chosen, the interface is regarded to be infinitively thin and 
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four capture cross sections it In,σ , it IIn,σ , it Ip,σ , it IIp,σ  and if needed also four optical capture 
cross sections optit In
,
,σ , optit IIn ,,σ , optit Ip ,,σ , optit IIp ,,σ  for electron/hole capture from both sides of the 
interface have to be specified. Transport across the interface is then treated according to the 
theory of thermionic emission (Sze & Kwok, 2007). 
3.4 Boundary parameter (back/front contact to semiconductor boundary models) 
The boundaries of the semiconductor stack may either be metallic (usually constituting the 
contacts of the solar cell) or they may be insulating in order to simulate some specific 
measurements requiring insulator contacts. Four different boundary models can be chosen: 
(1) flatband metal/semiconductor contact, (2) Schottky metal/semiconductor contact, (3) 
insulator contact, (4) metal/insulator/semiconductor contact. If choosing the flatband 
metal/semiconductor contact, there will be no band banding induced within the 
semiconductor due to the contact (flatband contact). The electron/hole surface 
recombination velocities backfrontnS
/ , backfrontpS
/  of the metallic contact have to be specified 
(Sze & Kwok, 2007). If choosing the Schottky metal/semiconductor contact, an additional 
work function backfront /φ  of the metal contact has to be specified. A depletion or 
accumulation layer within the semiconductor due to the contact will then form according to 
Schottky theory (Sze & Kwok, 2007). If choosing the insulator/semiconductor or the 
metal/insulator/semiconductor contact, interface states between the insulator and the 
semiconductor can be stated, that is an interface defect distribution ( )EN ittrap  and interface 
capture cross sections itnσ , itpσ  have to be specified (Kronik & Shapira, 1999). In case of the 
metal/insulator/semiconductor contact an additional interface capacity backfrontC /  has to be 
specified (Kronik & Shapira, 1999). Due to the interface defects a band bending within the 
semiconductor can form. 
3.5 Circuit elements 
A series resistance sR  , a parallel resistance pR , a parallel  capacitance pC  and in case of an 
metal/insulator/semiconductor contact also a series capacitance sC  can be specified. If 
circuit elements are specified, the internal cell voltage intV  and the internal cell current intI  
of the semiconductor stack will differ from the external cell voltage extV  and external cell 
current extI  of the modeled device. 
3.6 External parameters 
External parameters are defined to be parameters which are externally applied to the device 
under consideration and which can also be easily varied in a real experiment. These are the 
temperature T  of the device, a spectral and a monochromatic illumination source leading to 
the spectral photon flux ( )t,0 λΦ  required for the optical simulations, and the external cell 
voltage ( )tVext  or the external cell current ( )tIext  which is applied to the device. The 
remaining quantity, i.e. the external cell current ( )tIext  or the external cell voltage ( )tVext  
respectively, will be calculated.  
4. Mathematical description of the DGL system solved by AFORS-HET 
In the following, the differential equations and corresponding boundary conditions, which 
are solved by AFORS-HET under the various conditions, are stated.  
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An arbitrary stack of semiconductor layers can be modeled. Within each semiconductor 
layer the Poisson equation and the transport and continuity equations for electrons and 
holes have to be solved. At each semiconductor/semiconductor interface and at the front 
and back side boundary of the stack the current transport through these 
interfaces/boundaries can be described by different physical models. It results a highly non-
linear coupled system of three differential equations with respect to time and space 
derivatives. The electron density ( )txn , , the hole density ( )txp , , and the electric potential 
( )tx,ϕ  are the independent variables, for which this system of differential equations is 
solved. It is solved according to the numerical discretisation scheme as outlined by 
Selberherr (Selberherr, 1984) in order to linearize the problem and using the linear SparLin 
solver which is available in the internet (Kundert et. al., 1988). 
It can be solved for different calculation modes: (1) EQ calculation mode, describing 
thermodynamic equilibrium at a given temperature, (2) DC calculation mode, describing 
steady-state conditions under an external applied voltage or current and/or illumination, (3) 
AC calculation mode, describing small additional sinusoidal modulations of the external 
applied voltage/illumination, and (4) TR calculation mode, describing transient changes of 
the system, due to general time dependent changes of the external applied voltage or 
current and/or illumination. 
In case of using the EQ or the DC calculation mode, all time derivatives vanish, resulting in 
a simplified system of differential equations. The system of differential equations is then 
solved for the time independent, but position dependent functions, ( )xn DCEQ / , ( )xp DCEQ / , ( )xDCEQ /ϕ . 
( ) ( )xntxn EQ=, ,   ( ) ( )xntxn DC=,  
( ) ( )xptxp EQ=,   ( ) ( )xptxp DC=,  
( ) ( )xtx EQϕϕ =,   ( ) ( )xtx DCϕϕ =,  
In case of using the AC calculation mode, it is assumed that all time dependencies can be 
described by small additional sinusoidal modulations of the steady-state solutions. All time 
dependent quantities are then modelled with complex numbers (marked by a dash ~), 
which allows to determine the amplitudes and the phase shifts between them. I.e., for the 
independent variables of the system of differential equations, one gets:  
( ) ( ) ( ) tiACDC exnxntxn    ~        , ω+=  
( ) ( ) ( ) tiACDC expxptxp    ~       , ω+=  
( ) ( ) ( ) tiACDC exxtx    ~       , ωϕϕϕ +=  
In case of using the TR calculation mode, the description of the system starts with a steady-
state (DC-mode) simulation, specifying an external applied voltage or current and/or 
illumination. An arbitrary evolution in time of the external applied voltage or current 
and/or illumination can then be specified by loading an appropriate file. Then, the time 
evolution of the system, i.e. the functions ( )txn , , ( )txp , , ( )tx,ϕ  during and after the 
externally applied changes are calculated.  
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4.1 Optical calculation: super bandgap generation models 
In order to describe the generation rate ( )txGn , , ( )txGp ,  of electrons and holes due to 
photon absorption within the bulk of the semiconductor layers, a distinction between super-
bandgap generation (for photons with an energy gphoton EhcE ≥= λ/ ) and sub-bandgap 
generation (for photons with an energy gphoton EhcE ≤= λ/ ) is made ( λ : photon wavelength 
h : Planck´s constant, c : velocity of light, gE : bandgap of the semiconductor layer in which 
the photon absorption takes place). Only the super-bandgap generation rate is calculated by 
optical modelling as it is independent of the local particle densities ( )txn , , ( )txp , . Sub-
bandgap generation depends on the local particle densities and must therefore be calculated 
within the electrical modeling part. 
The optical super-bandgap generation rate is equal for electrons and holes ( ) ( ) ( )txGtxGtxG pn ,,, == . It can either be imported by loading an appropriate file (using 
external programs for its calculation) or it can be calculated within AFORS-HET.  
So far, two optical models are implemented in AFORS-HET, i.e. the optical model Lambert-
Beer absorption and the optical model coherent/incoherent internal multiple reflections. 
The first one takes textured surfaces and multiple internal boundary reflections into account 
(due to simple geometrical optics) but neglects coherence effects. It is especially suited to 
treat wafer based crystalline silicon solar cells. The second takes coherence effects into 
account, but this is done only for plain surfaces. If coherence effects in thin film solar cells 
are observable it may be used.  
4.1.1 Optical model: Lambert-Beer absorption 
Using this model, the absorption within the semiconductor stack will be calculated 
assuming simple Lambert-Beer absorption, allowing for multiple for and backward 
traveling of the incoming light, however disregarding coherent interference. A (measured) 
reflectance and absorptance file of the illuminated contact ( )λR , ( )λA  can be loaded or 
constant values can be used. The incoming spectral photon flux ( )t,0 λΦ  is weighted with 
the contact reflection and absorption, i.e. the photon flux impinging on the first 
semiconductor layer is given by ( ) ( ) ( )λλλ ARt   ,0Φ . To simulate the extended path length 
caused by a textured surface, the angle of incidence ├ of the incoming light can be adjusted. 
On a textured Si wafer with <111> pyramids, this angle is ├=54.74°, whereas ├=0° equals 
normal incidence. The angle ┛ in which the light travels through the layer stack depends on 
the wavelength of the incoming light and is calculated according to Snellius’ law: 
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ ⋅−=
)(
1
)sin(arcsin)( λδδλγ n , 
whereas ( )λn  is the wavelength dependent refraction index of the first semiconductor layer 
at the illuminated side. Note, that within this model, the change in ( )λγ  is neglected, when 
the light passes a semiconductor/semiconductor layer interface with two different refraction 
indices. Thus it is assumed that all photons with a specified wavelength cross the layer stack 
under a distinct angle ┛. 
Photon absorption is then calculated from the spectral absorption coefficient ( ) ( ) λλπλα /   4 kx =  of the semiconductor layer corresponding to the position x within the 
stack, which is calculated from the provided extinction coefficient ( )λk  of the layer. The 
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super bandgap electron/hole generation rate for one single run trough the layer stack (no 
multiple passes) is then given by: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
)cos(
   
 
0       ,  ,
max
min
γ
λαλ
λ
λαλλλλ
x
x
x
eARtdtxG
−
Φ= ∫ . 
The minimum and maximum wavelengths minλ , maxλ  for the integration are generally 
provided by the loaded spectral range of the incoming spectral photon flux, ( )t,0 λΦ . 
However, if necessary, maxλ  is modified in order to ensure that only super-bandgap 
generation is considered: gEhc /max ≤λ . 
To simulate the influence of light trapping mechanisms, internal reflections at both contacts 
can be additionally specified. They can either be set as a constant value or wavelength 
dependant (a measured or calculated file can be loaded). The light then passes through the 
layer stack several times as defined by the user, thereby enhancing the absorptivity of the 
layer stack (the local generation rate). The residual flux after the defined number of passes is 
added to the transmitted flux at the contact, at which the calculation ended (illuminated or 
not-illuminated contact), disregarding the internal reflection definitions at this contact. 
This model was designed to estimate the influence of light trapping of crystalline silicon 
solar cells and to adapt the simulation to real measurements. However, it neglects the 
internal multiple reflections and refractions within the layer stack.  
4.1.2 Optical model: coherent/incoherent internal multiple reflections 
Using this model, the absorption within the semiconductor stack will be calculated by 
modelling coherent or incoherent internal multiple reflections within the semiconductor 
stack. Additional non-conducting optical layers in front of the front contact/behind the back 
contact of the solar cell can be assumed, for example in order to model the effect of anti-
reflection coatings. Normal incidence of the incoming illumination is assumed.  
The reflectance, transmittance and absorptance of all layers (optical layers and the 
semiconductor layers) is calculated, using the concepts of complex Fresnel amplitudes. Each 
layer can be specified to be optically coherent or optically incoherent for a particular light 
beam (incident illumination). A layer is considered to be coherent if its thickness is smaller 
than the coherence length of the light beam that is incident on the system.  
In order to be able to consider coherent effects, the specified incoming illumination ( )t,0 λΦ  
is modeled by an incoming electromagnetic wave, with a complex electric field component 
( )tE ,~0 λ+  (front side illumination, electromagnetic wave traveling in positive direction 
towards the back contact, with ( ) ( ) 200 ,~ , tEConstt λλ +=Φ ), or ( )tEN ,~ 1 λ− +  respectively (back 
side illumination, electromagnetic wave traveling in negative direction towards the front 
contact, with ( ) ( ) 210 ,~ , tEConstt N λλ − +=Φ ). The complex electric field components of the 
travelling wave are raytraced according to the Fresnel formulas, and thus the resulting 
electromagnetic wave ( )txE ,,~ λ  at any position x within the layer stack is calculated. An 
incoherent layer is modeled by a coherent calculation of several electromagnetic waves 
within that layer (specified by the integer IterationsincoherentN ), assuming some phase shift 
between them, and averaging over the resulting electric field components.  
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4.2 Electrical calculation - bulk layers:  semiconductor bulk models 
Within the bulk of each semiconductor layer, Poisson’s equation and the transport equations 
for electrons and holes are to be solved in one dimension. So far, there are two 
semiconductor bulk models available, i.e. the bulk model “standard semiconductor” and the 
bulk model “crystalline silicon”. If using the standard semiconductor model, all bulk layer 
input parameters as specified in Chapter 3.2 can be individually adjusted. If using the 
crystalline silicon bulk model, most input parameters for crystalline silicon are calculated 
from few remaining input parameters, i.e. from the doping and defect densities ( )xND , ( )xN A , trapN  of crystalline silicon. Thus effects like band gap narrowing or the doping 
dependence of the mobility or of the Auger recombination of crystalline silicon are explicitly 
modeled.  
Within each layer, a functional dependence in space can be specified for the doping 
densities ( )xND , ( )xN A . These input parameters can be chosen to be (1) constant, (2) linear, 
(3) exponential, (4) Gaussian like, (5) error function like decreasing or increasing as a 
function of the space coordinate x. 
4.2.1 Bulk model: standard semiconductor 
The doping densities  ( )xND , ( )xN A  of fixed donator/acceptor states at apposition x within 
the cell are assumed to be always completely ionized.  Contrary, defects ( )ENtrap  located at 
a specific energy E  within the bandgap of the semiconductor can be locally 
charged/uncharged within the system. Defects can be chosen to be either (1) acceptor-like 
Shockley-Read-Hall defects, (2) donor-like Shockley-Read-Hall defects or (3) dangling bond 
defects. Depending on the defect-type chosen, these defects can either be empty, singly 
occupied with electrons or even doubly occupied with electrons (in case of the dangling 
bond defect). Acceptor-like Shockley-Read-Hall defects are negatively charged, if occupied 
and neutral, if empty. Donor-like Shockley-Read-Hall defects are positively charged, if 
empty, and neutral, if occupied. Dangling bond defects are positively charged, if empty, 
neutral, if singly occupied and negatively charged, if doubly occupied. 
Poisson´s equation, which is to be solved within each layer, reads: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∑+−+−=∂
∂
trap
trapAD
r txxNxNtxntxp
x
tx
q
,,,
,
2
2
0 ρϕεε  
q  being the electron charge and rεε   ,0  being the absolute/relative dielectric constant. The 
defect density of charged defects ( )txtrap ,ρ  will depend on the defect-type of the defect 
under consideration and on the local particle densities ( ) ( )txptxn , ,,  within in the system. It 
is described by a trap density distribution function ( )ENtrap  of the defect, specifying the 
amount of traps at an energy position E  within the bandgap and by some corresponding 
defect occupation functions ( )txEf SRHtrap ,, ,0 , ( )txEf SRHtrap ,, ,1 , ( )txEf DBtrap ,, ,+ , ( )txEf DBtrap ,, ,0 , ( )txEf DBtrap ,, ,− , specifying the probability that traps with an energy position E  within the 
bandgap are empty or singly or doubly occupied with electrons. Thus ( )txtrap ,ρ  equates to ( ) ( ) ( )ENtxEfdEtx trapSRHtraptrap   ,,   ,  ,1∫−=ρ   in case of acceptor-like Shockley-Read-Hall defects, ( ) ( ) ( )ENtxEfdEtx traptraptrap   ,,   , SRH ,0∫+=ρ   in case of donator-like Shockley-Read-Hall defects, ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )ENtxEftxEfdEtx traptraptraptrap   ,,,,   , DB ,DB , −+ −+= ∫ρ   in case of dangling bond defects. 
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The explicit formulas for the defect occupation functions ( )txEf SRHtrap ,, ,0 , ( )txEf SRHtrap ,, ,1 , 
( )txEf DBtrap ,, ,+ , ( )txEf DBtrap ,, ,0 , ( )txEf DBtrap ,, ,−  are described later within this text. 
The one dimensional equations of continuity and transport for electrons and holes, which 
have to be solved within each layer,  read: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )txn
t
txRtxG
x
txj
q
nn
n ,   ,,
,1
∂
∂−−=∂
∂−  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )txp
t
txRtxG
x
txj
q
pp
p
,   ,,
,1
∂
∂−−=∂
∂+  
The electron/hole super-bandgap generation rates ( )txGn , , ( )txGp ,  have to be determined 
by optical modeling, the corresponding recombination rates ( )txRn , , ( )txRp ,  are described 
later in this text. The electron/hole currents ( )txjn , , ( )txjp ,  are driven by the gradient of 
the corresponding quasi Fermi energy ( )txEFn , , ( )txEFp , . Using a Maxwell Boltzmann 
approximation for the Fermi-Dirac distribution function, the position dependent Fermi 
energies and the corresponding local electron/hole currents are explicitly: 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( )xN
txn
kTtxqxq
xN
txn
kTxEtxE
CC
CFn
,
ln ,    
,
ln     , ++−=+= ϕχ  
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( )xN
txp
kTxEtxqxq
xN
txp
kTxEtxE
V
g
V
VFp
,
ln ,    
,
ln     , −−+−=−= ϕχ  
( ) ( ) ( )
x
txE
txnqtxj Fnnn ∂
∂= ,   ,            , μ  
( ) ( ) ( )
x
txE
txpqtxj
Fp
pp ∂
∂= ,   ,           , μ  
with the corresponding electron/hole mobilities nμ , pμ , the electron affinity χ , the 
bandgap gE , the conduction/valence band energy CE , VE  and the effective 
conduction/valence band density of states CN , VN  of the semiconductor. 
Recombination 
Recombination from the conduction band into the valence band may occur directly, i.e. via 
radiative band to band recombination, ( )txRBBpn ,, , or via Auger recombination, ( )txR A pn ,, . It 
may also occur via defect states located within the bandgap of the semiconductor, i.e. via 
Shockley-Read-Hall recombination ( )txRSHRpn ,,  or via dangling bond recombination, ( )txRDBpn ,, :  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )txRtxRtxRtxRtxR DBpnSHRpnA pnBBpnpn ,,,,, ,,,,, +++=  
Optical sub-bandgap generation 
Optical sub-bandgap generation (for gEhc <λ/ ) is calculated using Shockley-Read-Hall 
recombination statistics. A negative electron/hole SHR recombination rate ( )txRSRHn , , 
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( )txRSRHp ,  means sub-bandgap generation of an electron/hole from a defect state (trap) into 
the conduction/valence band. Sub-bandgap generation can either be voltage driven and/or 
be driven by an optical excitation. 
The SRH optical emission coefficients ( )txEetrapopticaln ,,, , ( )txEetrapopticalp ,,,  can be calculated from 
the optical electron/hole capture cross sections trapopticaln,σ , trapopticalp,σ : 
( ) ( ) ( )λϑλσλλ
λ
hcEEtxNdtxEe CC
trap
opticaln
trap
opticaln −−Φ= ∫   ,,    ,, ,, max
min
 
( ) ( ) ( )λϑλσλλ
λ
hcEEtxNdtxEe VV
trap
opticalp
trap
opticalp −−Φ= ∫   ,,    ,, ,, max
min
 
with ( )tx,,λΦ : spectral photon flux inside the semiconductor layers, of wavelength λ  at the 
position x  and at time t , CN , VN : effective conduction/valence band density, CE , VE : 
energy position of the conduction/valence band, and ( )Eϑ : step function, ( ) 0  1 ≤= EforEϑ , ( ) 0  0 >= EforEϑ .  
Again, the minimum and maximum wavelengths minλ , maxλ  for the integration are generally 
provided by the loaded spectral range of the incoming spectral photon flux, ( )t,0 λΦ . 
However, if necessary, minλ  is modified in order to ensure that only sub-bandgap generation 
is considered: gEhc /min ≥λ . 
Radiative recombination 
The radiative band to band rate constant BBr  has to be specified in order to equate the 
radiative band to band recombination rates ( )txRBBpn ,, . The resulting electron and hole 
recombination rates are always equal: 
( ) ( ) ( ){ }     , ,     ,, kTEVCBBBBpn geNNtxptxnrtxR −−=  
In case of using the DC or AC calculation mode and neglecting second order terms in case of 
the AC calculation mode, this simplifies to 
( ) ( ) ( ){ }            , kTEVCDCDCBBBBpn geNNxpxnrxR −−=   
( ) ( ) ( ) tiBBpnBBpnBBpn exRxRtxR  ,,,   ~    , ω+=  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )xnprxpxnrxR ACDCBBACDCBBBBpn ~  x    ~       ~ , +=  
Auger recombination 
The electron/hole Auger rate constants Anr , 
A
pr  have to be specified in order to calculate the 
Auger recombination rates ( )txR A pn ,, . Again, the resulting electron and hole recombination 
rates are always equal: 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( ){ }     , ,    , , ,, kTEVCApAnA pn geNNtxptxntxprtxnrtxR −−+=  
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In case of using the DC or AC calculation mode, neglecting second order terms within the 
AC calculation mode, this simplifies to 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( ){ }             , kTEVCDCDCDCApDCAnApn geNNxpxnxprxnrxR −−+=  
( ) ( ) ( ) tiApnA pnA pn exRxRtxR  ,,,   ~    , ω+=  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )xnxpxnrxprxpxpxnrxnrxR ACDCDCAnDCApACDCDCApDCAnApn ~     2     ~     2 ~ 22, +++=  
Shockley Read Hall recombination  
Shockley-Read-Hall recombination (Shockley & Read, 1952) requires specifying the 
character (acceptor-like or donor-like), the capture cross sections trapnσ , trappσ , trapopticn,σ , 
trap
opticp,σ  and the energetic distribution ( )ENtrap  of the defect density within the bandgap of 
the semiconductor, of each defect. An arbitrary number of defects with either one of the 
following energetic distributions ( )ENtrap  can be chosen:  
1. point like distributed at a single energy trapE  within the bandgap:  
( ) ( )trappointtraptrap EENEN −= δ  
with pointtrapN : defect density of the point like defect, ( )Eδ : delta function  
2. constantly distributed within a specific region within the bandgap: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )EEEENEEEN starttrapendtrapconsttrapstarttrapendtraptrap −−−= ϑϑ          
with starttrapE , 
end
trapE : start and end energy of the energy interval within the bandgap, 
where a constant defect density is assumed, consttrapN : constant defect density per energy, ( )Eϑ : step function  
3. exponentially decaying from the conduction/valence band into the bandgap: 
( ) ( ) tailCtrapC EEEtailCtraptrap eNEN  ,/ ,  −−= , ( ) ( ) tailVtrapV EEEtailVtraptrap eNEN  ,/ ,  −−=  
i.e. conduction/valence band tail states, with tailCtrapN
, , tailVtrapN
, : tail state density per 
energy at the conduction/valence band, tailCtrapE
, , tailVtrapE
, : characteristic decay energy 
(Urbach energy) of the conduction/valence band tail state,  
4. Gaussian distributed within the bandgap: 
( )
( )
2
2
2
2
db
trap
db
trapEE
db
trap
db
trap
trap e
N
EN
σ
πσ
−−
=  
i.e. dangling bond states, with dbtrapN : total dangling bond state density, 
db
trapE : specific 
energy of the Gaussian dangling bond peak, dbtrapσ : standard deviation of the Gaussian 
dangling bond distribution. 
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For each defect, electron/hole capture coefficients trappnc ,  are equated 
pnpn
trap
pn vc ,,,  σ=  
with pnv , : electron/hole thermal velocity, pn,σ : electron/hole capture cross section of the 
defect. The corresponding electron/hole emission coefficients ( )txEetrappn ,,,  are then given by:  
( ) ( ) ( )txEeeNctxEe trapopticnkTEECtrapntrapn C ,,      ,, ,+= −−  
( ) ( ) ( )txEeeNctxEe trapopticpkTEEVtrapptrapp V ,,      ,, ,+= −−  
In case of using the DC or AC calculation mode, this simplifies to 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )λϑλσλ /  ,          , , hcEExNdeNcxEe CCtrapopticnkTEECtrapntrapn C −−Φ+= ∫−−    (DC mode) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )λϑλσλ /  ,         , , hcEExNdeNcxEe VVtrapopticpkTEEVtrapptrapp V −−Φ+= ∫−−  
( ) ( ) ( ) titrappntrappntrappn exEexEetxEe  ,,,   ,~    ,    ,, ω+=     (AC mode) 
( ) ( ) ( )λϑλσλ /  ,~    ,~ , hcEExNdxEe CCtrapopticntrapn −−Φ= ∫  
( ) ( ) ( )λϑλσλ /  ,~    ,~ , hcEExNdxEe VVtrapopticptrapp −−Φ= ∫  
Finally, the Shockley-Read-Hall recombination rate due to the defects is 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }∫∑ −=  ,,  ,,,,  ,   ,  ,1 ,0 txEfENtxEetxEfENtxncdEtxR SRHtraptraptrapnSRHtraptraptrapn
trap
SRH
n  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }∫∑ −=  ,,  ,,,,  ,  ,  ,0 ,1 txEfENtxEetxEfENtxpcdEtxR SRHtraptraptrappSRHtraptraptrapp
trap
SRH
p  
In case of using the DC or AC calculation mode, neglecting second order terms and 
assuming zero optical emission coefficients within the AC calculation mode (actual stage of 
the AFORS-HET development at the moment) this simplifies to 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }∫∑ −=  ,  ,    ,        ,1 ,0 xEfENxEexEfENxncdExR SRHtraptraptrapnSRHtraptrapDCtrapn
trap
SRH
n  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }∫∑ −=  ,  ,    ,        ,0 ,1 xEfENxEexEfENxpcdExR SRHtraptraptrappSRHtraptrapDCtrapp
trap
SRH
p  
( ) ( ) ( ) tiSRHpnSRHpnSRHpn exRxRtxR  ,,,  ~, ω+=  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ){ }∫∑ +−=  ,~    ,       ~  ,      ~  ,1 ,0 xEfENxEecxnxEfENcdExR SRHtraptraptrapntrapnACSRHtraptraptrapn
trap
SRH
n  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ){ }∫∑ ++=  ,~    ,       ~  ,      ~  ,1 ,1 xEfENxEecxpxEfENcdExR SRHtraptraptrapptrappACSRHtraptraptrapp
trap
SRH
p  
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A positive electron/hole SHR recombination rate means recombination of an electron/hole 
from the conduction/valence band into the defect state (trap), a negative electron/hole SHR 
recombination rate means sub-bandgap generation of an electron/hole from the defect state 
(trap) into the conduction/valence band. 
Dangling bond recombination  
To calculate charge state and recombination of dangling bond defects in amorphous silicon 
the most exact description developed by Sah and Shockley (Sah & Shockley, 1958) is used. 
Three different occupation functions ( )txEf DBtrap ,, ,+ , ( )txEf DBtrap ,, ,0 , ( )txEf DBtrap ,, ,−  for the 
positively, neutral and negatively charge states have to be derived, corresponding to the 
empty, single or double occupied electronic state. Four capture/emission processes with the 
capture cross sections +nσ , 0pσ , 0nσ , −pσ  have to be defined as can be seen in Fig. 3. The two 
transition energies −/0E , 0/+E  are separated by the correlation energy U, which accounts for 
the fact that the capture-emission process is influenced by the charge state of the dangling or 
by rearrangement of the lattice in the surrounding.  
 
 
Fig. 3. dangling bond recombination according to Sah and Shockley 
For each defect, electron/hole capture coefficients trappnc −+ /0/,/  are calculated with the specified 
electron/hole thermal velocity pnv / : 
−+
−+ = /0////0/,/  pnpntrappn vc σ   
The emission coefficients for the DC calculation mode, neglecting optical emission are given by: 
 
( ) ( )     
2
1
, ,0,
kTEE
C
trap
n
trap
n
CeNcxEe
−−
+=  
 ( ) ( )    2, 0,, kTEEVtrapptrapp VeNcxEe −−+ =  
 ( ) ( ) kTUEECtrapntrapn CeNcxEe )(0,,   2, +−−− =  
 
( ) ( )    
2
1
, ,0,
kTEUE
V
trap
p
trap
p
VeNcxEe
−+−
−=  
 
Finally the dangling bond recombination coefficients are given by: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )} ,  ,    ,                                  
,  ,    ,      
 ,, ,00,
 ,00, ,,
xEfENxEexEfENxnc
xEfENxEexEfENxncdExR
DB
traptrap
trap
n
DB
traptrap
DCtrap
n
DB
traptrap
trap
n
DB
traptrap
DCtrap
n
trap
DB
n
−−
++
−
+−= ∫∑
 
EC
EV
UE0/-
E+/0 
+
nσ
−
pσ
0
nσ
0
pσ
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) } ,  ,    ,                                
,  ,    ,      
 ,, ,00,
 ,00, ,,
xEfENxEexEfENxpc
xEfENxEexEfENxpcdExR
DB
traptrap
trap
p
DB
traptrap
DCtrap
p
trap
DB
traptrap
trap
p
DB
traptrap
DCtrap
p
DB
p
++
−−
−
+−= ∑∫
 
Dangling bond recombination is still under development. Especially time dependent 
recombination and optical defect to band emissions are not implemented at the current state 
of AFORS-HET development. 
Defect occupation functions 
The defect occupation functions ( )txEf SRHtrap ,, ,0 , ( )txEf SRHtrap ,, ,1 , ( )txEf DBtrap ,, ,+ , ( )txEf DBtrap ,, ,0 , ( )txEf DBtrap ,, ,−  specify the probability for a specific defect (either Shockley-Read-Hall or 
dangling bond) that traps with an energy position E  within the bandgap of the 
semiconductor are empty or singly or even doubly occupied  with electrons.  
In case of using the DC or AC calculation mode, they can be explicitly expressed in terms of 
the local particle densities ( )xnDC , ( )xpDC , ( )xn AC~ , ( )xp AC~ . In case of using the TR 
calculation mode, the defect occupation functions are generally determined by additional 
differential equations. Transient DB defect occupation functions have not been implemented 
in AFORS-HET yet (actual stage of AFORS-HET development).  
Shockley Read Hall defect occupation functions  
A Shockley-Read-Hall defect can be either empty or occupied by an electron, thus  
( ) ( ) 1,,,,  ,1 ,0 =+ txEftxEf SRHtrapSRHtrap  
The Shockley-Read-Hall defect occupation function ( )txEf SRHtrap ,, ,1  for electrons will be 
explicitly stated in case of using the EQ, DC, AC or the TR calculation mode. The Shockley-
Read-Hall defect occupation function ( )txEf SRHtrap ,, ,0  can then directly be equated. 
Generally, a local change of the trapped charge stored in SRH defects must be determined 
by the difference between the local electron and hole SRH recombination rates: 
( ) ( ) ( )txRtxRtx
dt
d SHR
n
SHR
p ,    ,   ,trap −=ρ  
This defines for each defect an additional differential equation for its SHR defect occupation 
function ( )txEf SRHtrap ,, ,1  with respect to its time derivative: 
 ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )txEftxEetxpctxEftxEetxnctxEf
dt
d SRH
trap
trap
n
trap
p
SRH
trap
trap
p
trap
n
SRH
trap ,, ,,,     ,,1 ,,,     ,,  ,1 ,1 ,1 +−−+=  (#) 
In case of using the EQ or the DC calculation mode, the time derivative vanishes, and an 
explicit expression for the SHR defect occupation function, ( )xEf DCSRHtrap ,, ,1 , which is no longer 
time dependant, can be derived:  
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )xEexpcxEexnc
xEexnc
xEf
trap
p
DCtrap
p
trap
n
DCtrap
n
trap
p
DCtrap
nDCSRH
trap
, , 
, 
    , , ,1 +++
+=  
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Of course, in case of using the EQ calculation mode, the SHR defect occupation function 
could be also equivalently be described by the Fermi-Dirac distribution function, ( ) ( )E,xfE,xf SRH,EQ, trapSRH,DC, trap 11 = , which implicitly determines the position independent Fermi 
energy FE . 
( )
kT
EE
EQSRH
trap
F
e
xEf −
+
=
1
1
    ,, ,1  
In case of using the AC calculation mode, the differential equation (#) can be explicitly 
solved, assuming time independent optical emission coefficients within the AC calculation 
mode (actual stage of the AFORS-HET development at the moment) and assuming the time 
dependencies ( ) ( ) ( ) tiACDC exnxntxn    ~        , ω+= , ( ) ( ) ( ) tiACDC expxptxp    ~        , ω+= . Neglecting 
second order terms, one gets for the SHR defect occupation function in the AC calculation 
mode, ( )txEf ACSRHtrap ,,, ,1 : 
( ) ( ) ( ) tiACSRHtrapDCSRHtrapACSRHtrap exEfxEftxEf  , ,1, ,1, ,1   ,~    ,    ,, ω+=  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ωixEexpcxEexnc
xpxEfcxnxEfc
xEf
trap
p
DCtrap
p
trap
n
DCtrap
n
ACDCSRH
trap
trap
p
ACDCSRH
trap
trap
nACSRH
trap
    , , 
~  ,        ~  , 
    ,
~
,
 ,1
,
 ,0,
 ,1 ++++
−=  
In case of using the TR calculation mode, the transient SRH defect occupation function ( )1, ,1 ,, +iTRSRHtrap txEf  at the time step 1+it  for an evolution of the system from the time point it  
towards the time point 1+it  can be stated by solving the differential equation (#) using a full 
implicit time discretisation scheme with respect to the particle densities and the emission 
rates: 
( )
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )txEftxEetxpctxEftxEetxnc
txEf
dt
d
TRSRH
trapi
trap
ni
trap
p
SRH,TR
trapi
trap
pi
trap
n
TRSRH
trap
,, ,,,     ,,1  ,,,   
  ,,
,
 ,111 ,111
,
 ,1
++++ +−−+=
 
An analytical solution of this differential equation leads to:  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ,,    ,     ,,    ,     
,
 ,11
,
 ,1
1
,
 ,11
,
 ,1
1111
,,    ,,
    ,,    ,,
++++ +++
+
++
−−=
ipi
trap
pi
trap
ni
trap
n txEetxpctxEetxncdt
i
TRSRH
trapi
DCtrSRH
trap
i
DCtrSRH
trapi
TRSRH
trap
e
txEftxEf
txEftxEf  
with 
   ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1111
11
1
,,, ,,, 
,,    , 
,,
++++
++
+ +++
+=
i
trap
pi
trap
pi
trap
ni
trap
n
i
trap
pi
trap
n
i
DCtr
SRH
txEetxpctxEetxnc
txEetxnc
txEf  
In the steady-state limit, i.e. for Limes ∞→dt , ii ttdt −= +1 , this formula converts to the well 
known steady state SRH defect occupation function ( ) ( )1, ,1, ,1 ,,, += iDCtrSRHtrapDCSRHtrap txEfxEf . 
Dangling bond defect occupation functions  
A dangling bond defect can be either empty or singly or doubly occupied by an electron, 
hereby being in its positive, neutral or negative charged state, thus  
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( ) ( ) ( ) 1,,,,,,  , ,0 , =++ −+ txEftxEftxEf DBtrapDBtrapDBtrap  
For the EQ and DC calculation mode the occupation functions are given by: 
( )
00
0
,
NNPPPN
PP
xEf
DB
+−−+
−
+ ++=  
( )
000
,
NNPPPN
NP
xEf
DB
+−−+
+−
++=  
( )
00
0
,
NNPPPN
NN
xEf
DB
+−−+
+
− ++=  
where: 
+++ += pDCn encN  
000
n
DC
p epcP +=  
000
p
DC
n encN +=  
−−− += nDCp epcP  
Dangling bond defects are still under development and especially time dependent dangling 
bond occupation functions (to be used in the AC or TR calculation mode) are not 
implemented at the current state of AFORS-HET development.  
4.2.2 Bulk model: crystalline silicon 
If the bulk model “crystalline silicon” is used for a semiconductor layer, most layer input 
parameter as described in chapter 3.2 are calculated from the doping densities and the 
defect densities of crystalline silicon.  
Thus a doping and temperature dependent material parameterization for crystalline silicon 
can be undertaken, i.e. it is possible to specify (1) the temperature dependence of the 
intrinsic carrier concentration of crystalline silicon (intrinsic carrier density model), (2) the 
doping dependence of the electron/hole mobilities in crystalline silicon (mobility model), (3) 
the doping dependence of the Auger recombination in crystalline silicon or even its 
dependence on local excess carriers (Auger recombination models), (4) the doping and the 
temperature dependence of the Shockley-Read-Hall recombination in crystalline silicon 
(SRH lifetime model) and (5) doping dependence of the bandgap in crystalline silicon 
(bandgap narrowing model). All these models are similar to the numerical computer 
simulation program for crystalline silicon solar cells PC1D (Basore & Clugston, 1997). 
Only one single neutral SRH defect at a certain energy position E within the bandgap is 
assumed. The doping densities DN , AN  and the amount of traps trapN  are specified by the 
user, all other layer input parameters are calculated according to the above mentioned 
models. 
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4.3 Electrical calculation - interfaces:  semiconductor/semiconductor interface 
models 
Each interface between two adjacent semiconductor layers can be described by three 
different interface models: (1) interface model: “no interface”, (2) interface model: “drift-
diffusion interface” and (3) interface model: “thermionic emission interface”. If “no 
interface” is chosen, the transport across the interface is treated in complete analogy to the 
“drift diffusion” interface model, however, no interface defects can be specified. The “drift 
diffusion” interface model models the transport across the heterojunction interface in the 
same way as in the bulk layers, thereby assuming a certain interface thickness. The 
“thermionic emission” interface model treats a real interface which interacts with both 
adjacent semiconductor layers. 
4.3.1 Interface model: no interface 
Per default, the electron and hole currents across the semiconductor/semiconductor 
interface are assumed to be driven by drift diffusion, with no interface defects present at the 
interface.  
The drift diffusion model assumes an interface layer of a certain thickness (which is given by 
the specified grid point to boundary distance within the numerical settings of AFORS-HET). 
Within this interface layer, the material properties change linearly from semiconductor I to 
semiconductor II. The elelctron/hole currents across the heterojunction interface can then be 
treated like in the bulk of a semiconductor layer (drift diffusion driven).  
Denoting Iitx , 
II
itx  the positions directly adjacent to the semiconductor I/II located left/right 
to the interface, I pn,μ , II pn,μ  the mobilities of the two adjacent semiconductors, and 
2
,,
,
II
pn
I
pnit
pn
μμμ += , ( ) ( )
2
II
it
I
itit xnxnn
+= , ( ) ( )
2
II
it
I
itit xpxpp
+= , the corresponding electron/hole 
currents across the interface are (like in the bulk): 
( ) ( ) ( )
x
txE
tnqtj Fn
itit
n
it
n ∂
∂= ,              μ  
( ) ( ) ( )
x
txE
tpqtj
Fpitit
p
it
p ∂
∂= ,             μ  
4.3.2 Interface model: drift-diffusion interface 
The electron and hole currents across the semiconductor/semiconductor interface are 
assumed to be driven by drift diffusion, with additional interface defects present at the 
interface. Half of the interface states can be occupied by electrons or holes from 
semiconductor I, the other half from semiconductor II. 
The interface defects (given in cm-2) are distributed homogeneously within the interface 
layer (per cm-3). I.e. the specified interface defect density ( )ENit  is converted into a 
homogeneous layer defect density of the interface layer, ( )ENt , selectively according to one 
of the two following formulas, either ( ) ( )
it
it
t
d
EN
EN =  or ( ) ( )( )23ENEN itt = . Thus half of the 
defects specified are recombination active within semiconductor I, the other half within 
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semiconductor II. The calculation of the electron/hole currents across the heterojunction 
interface is then performed in the same way as when using the interface model “no 
interface” described above. 
4.3.3 Interface model: thermionic emission interface 
The electron and hole currents across the interface are assumed to be driven by thermionic 
emission (Anderson, 1962; Sze & Kwok, 2007). Additional interface defects can be present at 
the interface. These states can be filled with electrons or holes from both sides of the 
interface. 
Lets denote Iitx , 
II
itx  the positions directly adjacent to the semiconductor I/II located 
left/right to the interface, III ,χ , IIIgE , , III pnv ,,  the electron affinity, the bandgap and the 
thermal velocities of the two semiconductors. According to Anderson theory (Anderson, 
1962) the conduction/valence band offsets CEΔ , VEΔ , which determine the energetic barrier 
of the heterojunction interface to be overcome by thermionic emission, are: 
III
CE χχ −=Δ  
IIII
g
II
gV EEE χχ −+−=Δ  
The sign convention is such, that CEΔ , VEΔ  is negative if CE , VE  drops from the left side to 
the right side of the interface. The thermionic emission currents across the heterojunction 
interface ( )tj IIITEn → , , ( )tj IIITEp → , , ( )tj IIITEn → , , ( )tj IIITEp → ,  are then explicitly written using the ( )Eϑ  step function, ( ) 0  1 ≤= EforEϑ , ( ) 0  0 >= EforEϑ : 
( ) ( ) ( )CC EkTEIitInIIITEn etxntj Δ−Δ−→ = ϑν   ,   ,     ,   ( ) ( ) ( )CC EkTEIIitIInIIITEn etxntj ΔΔ−→ = ϑν    ,   ,      
( ) ( ) ( )VV EkTEIitIpIIITEp etxptj ΔΔ−→ = ϑν   ,   ,     ,    ( ) ( ) ( )VV EkTEIIitIIpIIITEp etxptj Δ−Δ−→ = ϑν   ,   ,      
The netto electron/hole current across the interface due to thermionic emission itnj , 
it
pj , is:  
IIITE
n
IIITE
n
it
n jjj
→→ −=  , , ,     IIITEpIIITEpitp jjj →→ −=  , ,  
Additional to the thermionic emission process across the heterojunction interface, there is 
recombination due to the interface defects. The interface electron/hole recombination rates 
from both sides of the interface ( )tR it In, , ( )tR it IIn, , ( )tR it Ip, , ( )tR it IIp, , are described with SRH 
recombination: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }∫∑ −−= tEfENtEetEfENtxncdEtR ittrapittrapit InittrapittrapIitit In
trap
it
In ,  ,,1  ,  ,,,  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }∫∑ −−= tEfENtEetEfENtxncdEtR ittrapittrapit IInittrapittrapIIitit IIn
trap
it
IIn ,  ,,1  ,  ,,,  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ){ }∫∑ −−= txEfENtEetEfENtxpcdEtR ittrapittrapit IpittrapittrapIitit Ip
trap
it
Ip ,,1  ,,  ,  ,,,  
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ){ }∫∑ −−= txEfENtEetEfENtxpcdEtR ittrapittrapit IIpittrapittrapIIitit IIp
trap
it
IIp ,,1  ,,  ,  ,,,  
Thus, recombination at the interface is treated equivalently to bulk SRH recombination, with 
two exceptions: The interface defect density ( )EN ittrap  is now given in defects per 12 −− eVcm  
instead of 13 −− eVcm , consequently, interface recombination is now a recombination current, 
given in 12 −− scm , instead of 13 −− scm . Furthermore, the interface defect distribution 
function ( )tEf ittrap ,  changes compared to the bulk defect distribution function ( )txEftrap ,, , as 
the interface states can interact with both adjacent semiconductors. For the EQ or DC 
calculation mode, one gets explicitly : 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )EeEeEeEexpcxpcxncxnc EeEexncxnc
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it
it
IIn
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it
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+++++++
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==
 
Using the AC calculation mode, one gets: 
( ) ( ) ( ) tiACittrapDCittrapACittrap eEfEftEf   , , ,   ~        , ω+=  
( )
( ){ } ( ) ( ){ } ( ) ( ) ( ){ }( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ωiEeEeEeEexpcxpcxncxnc xpcxpcEfxncxncEf
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Within the actual stage of AFORS-HET development, interface states described by 
thermionic emission are only implemented within the EQ, DC and AC calculation mode, i.e. 
the transient defect distribution function of such states has not been implemented yet. 
The heterojunction interface itself is treated as a boundary condition for the differential 
equations describing the semiconductor layers. Thus, six boundary conditions for the 
potential and the electron/hole currents at each side of the interface have to be stated, i.e.:  
The potential is assumed to be equal on both sides of the interface (thereby neglecting 
interface dipoles):  
 
1.  ( ) ( )IIitIit xx ϕϕ =  
The total charge stored in the interface states is equal to the difference in the dielectric 
displacements (a consequence of the Gauss law applied to the Poisson equation) 
2.  
( ) ( ) ∑=∂
∂−∂
∂
defects
it
x
II
r
x
I
r q
x
x
x
x
II
it
I
it
ρϕεεϕεε            00  
The total current across the heterojunction interface ( ) ( ) ( )tjtjtj itpitnitges +=  under steady-state 
conditions is equal to the constant (that is position independent) total current left (or right) 
to the interface 
3.  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )txjtxjtjtj IitpIitnitpitn ,, +=+  
The total electron/hole recombination rate from both sides of the interface is equal for 
electrons and holes (valid only for EQ, DC and AC calculation mode) 
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4.  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tRtRtRtR it IIpit Ipit IInit In ,,,, +=+  
The electron/hole current left to the interface is equal to the netto electron/hole current 
across the heterojunction interface plus the interface recombination current  
5.  ( ) ( ) ( )tRtjtxj it InitnIitn ,      , +=  
6.  ( ) ( ) ( )tRtjtxj it IpitpIitp ,      , −=  
4.4 Electrical calculation - boundaries:  front/back contact to semiconductor models 
The electrical front/back contacts of the semiconductor stack are usually assumed to be 
metallic, in order to be able to withdraw a current. However, they may also be insulating in 
order to be able to simulate some specific measurement methods like for example quasi 
steady state photoconductance (QSSPC) or surface photovoltage (SPV). So far, four different 
boundary models for the interface between the contact and the semiconductor adjacent to 
the contact can be chosen: (1) “flatband metal/semiconductor contact” (2) “Schottky 
metal/semiconductor contact”, (3) “insulator/semiconductor contact”, (4) 
“metal/insulator/semiconductor contact”. The boundaries serve as a boundary condition 
for the system of differential equations describing the semiconductor stack, thus three 
boundary conditions for the potential and the electron/hole currents at the front and at the 
back side of the stack have to be stated. 
4.4.1 Boundary model: flatband metal/semiconductor contact 
Per default, an idealized flatband metal/semiconductor contact is assumed at the 
boundaries. That is, only the effective electron/hole surface recombination velocities 
backfront
pnS
/
/  have to be specified. The metal work function of the front/back contact, 
backfront /φ  
is calculated in a way, that flatband conditions are reached according to Schottky theory 
(Sze & Kwok, 2007). Normally, flatband conditions are calculated within the thermal 
equilibrium EQ calculation mode, however, in case of using the DC, AC or TR calculation 
mode with an external illumination (optical super bandgap generation) enabled, they are 
recalculated in order to ensure flatband conditions independent from the applied 
illumination.  
The interface between the metallic front/back contact and the semiconductor is treated as a 
boundary condition for the differential equations describing the semiconductor layers. Thus, 
for each contact, three boundary conditions involving the potential and electron/hole 
densities adjacent to the contact have to be stated. Denoting frontitx , 
back
itx  the position within 
the semiconductor directly adjacent to the metallic contact, these are: 
The electric potential is fixed to zero at one contact (for example the back contact).  
 
1.a  ( ) 0, =txbackitϕ  
At the other contact (for example the front contact) the external applied cell voltage ( )tVext  
or the external applied current density ( )tjext  through the cell is specified (voltage 
controlled or current controlled calculation). The external solar cell resistances, i.e. the series 
resistance SextR  and the parallel resistance 
P
extR , which can optionally be specified, will affect 
the internal cell voltage ( )tVint  at the boundary of the semiconductor stack and also the 
position independent internal current density ( )tjint  through the semiconductor stack.  
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In case of a voltage controlled calculation, the internal cell voltage can be expressed by the 
specified external cell voltage ( )tVext  and the position independent internal cell current ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )txjtxjtConsttj pn ,,int +== : 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }
P
ext
S
ext
S
ext
front
itp
front
itn
ext
P
ext
S
ext
S
ext
ext
R
R
Rtxjtxj
tV
R
R
Rtj
tVtV
+
−+=
+
+=
1
  ,,
        
1
 
        intint  
Thus the potential at other contact can be specified: 
1.b  ( ) ( )tVtx backfrontfrontit int   , +−= φφϕ   
In case of a current controlled calculation, the internal cell current density can be expressed 
by the specified external cell current density ( )tjext  and the internal cell voltage ( ) ( ) ( ) backfrontbackitfrontit txtxtV φφϕϕ +−−= ,,int : 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
P
ext
backfrontback
it
front
it
extP
ext
ext
R
txtx
tj
R
tV
tjtj
φφϕϕ +−−+=+= ,,                intint  
Thus the position independent total internal cell current ( ) ( ) ( )tConsttxjtxj pn =+ ,,  can be 
specified: 
1.b  ( ) ( ) ( )tjtxjtxj frontitpfrontitn int   ,   , =+  
Furthermore, the electron and hole particle densities at the interface, or the electron/hole 
currents into the metal contacts can be specified for both contacts. 
In the EQ calculation mode, the majority carrier density at the interface under equilibrium ( )backfrontitEQ xn /  or ( )backfrontitEQ xp /  is given by the majority barrier height { }      // backfrontbackfrontSchottkyBn q χφφ −= , { }       // backfrontbackfrontgSchottkyBp Eq χφφ +−=  of the 
metal/semiconductor contact (with backfront /χ  being the electron affinity of the 
semiconductor adjacent to the front/back contact):  
2.a, 2b  ( ) kTCbackfrontitEQ
Schottky
Bn
eNxn
φ
 
/     
−=   or    ( ) kTVbackfrontitEQ
Schottky
Bp
eNxp
φ
 
/     
−=   
The corresponding minority carrier density under equilibrium ( )backfrontitEQ xp /  or ( )backfrontitEQ xn /  is then given by the mass action law: 
3.a, 3.b  ( ) ( )backfrontitEQ
kT
E
VCbackfront
it
EQ
xn
eNN
xp
g
/
 
/   
−
=  or    ( ) ( )backfrontitEQ
kT
E
VCbackfront
it
EQ
xp
eNN
xn
g
/
 
/   
−
=  
As flatband conditions are chosen, the metal work function is calculated to give a zero build 
in voltage due to the metal/semiconductor contact: 
( ) backfrontbackfrontitFCbackfront xEE ///    χφ +−=  
In all other calculation modes (DC, AC, TR), the electron/hole currents into the metal 
contact, ( )tj backfrontitn / , , ( )tj backfrontitp / ,  are specified: 
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2.a  ( ) ( ) ( ){ } ,            , frontitEQfrontitfrontnfrontitn xntxnSqtj −=  
2.b  ( ) ( ) ( ){ } ,         , backitEQbackitbacknbackitn xntxnSqtj −−=  
3.a  ( ) ( ) ( ){ } ,         , frontitEQfrontitfrontpfrontitp xptxpSqtj −−=  
3.b  ( ) ( ) ( ){ } ,            , backitEQbackitbackpbackitp xptxpSqtj −=  
Furthermore, if using the DC, AC or TR calculation mode with an external illumination 
(optical super bandgap generation) enabled, an illumination dependent metal work function 
is calculated, in order to ensure illumination independent flatband conditions: Assuming a 
zero internal current density (no netto current through the semiconductor stack), the metal 
work function is now iteratively calculated from the majority quasi Fermi energy ( )txE frontitFn ,  or ( )txE frontitFp ,  instead from the Fermi energy, in order to ensure a zero build in 
voltage due to the metal/semiconductor contact 
( ) ( ) backfrontbackfrontitFnCbackfront txEEt /// ,   χφ +−=        or 
( ) ( ) backfrontbackfrontitFpCbackfront txEEt /// ,   χφ +−=  
4.4.2 Boundary model: Schottky metal/semiconductor contact 
This boundary model can describe metal/semiconductor contacts, which drive the 
semiconductor into depletion or into accumulation (Sze & Kwok, 2007). Explicit values of 
the metal work function backfront /φ  can be specified in order to fix the majority barrier height 
of the metal/semiconductor contact { }      // backfrontbackfrontSchottkyBn q χφφ −= , { }       // backfrontbackfrontgSchottkyBp Eq χφφ +−= . Otherwise, this boundary model is totally equivalent 
to the flatband  metal/semiconductor boundary  model described above.  
4.4.3 Boundary model: insulator contact 
If the boundary of the semiconductor stack is considered to be insulating, additional 
interface states can be defined, as according to (Kronik & Shapira, 1999). They are treated 
equivalent to the bulk, but with densities given in cm-2 instead of cm-3. For an 
insulator/semiconductor contact at the front the three boundary conditions are: 
1. 
( ) ∑−∂
∂−=
trap
trap
x
r q
x
tx
front
ρϕεε ,0 0  
2. ( ) frontnitfrontn Rxj ,0 −=  
3. ( ) frontpitfrontp Rxj ,0 −−=  
4.4.4 Boundary model: metal/insulator/semiconductor contact 
In case of using a metal/insulator/semiconductor MIS contact, the insulator capacity C has 
to be additionally specified. At the insulator/semiconductor interface additional interface 
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defects can be defined, which are treated equivalent to the bulk but with densities given in 
cm-2 instead of cm-3, as according to (Kronik & Shapira, 1999). Depending on whether the 
MIS contact is defined on only one or on both boundaries two different cases have to be 
discussed. If both boundaries have an MIS contact, the capacities frontC , backC  of the front 
and back boundaries can be defined separately. Furthermore, one has to define the voltage 
fraction f  that drops at the front MIS contact compared to the fraction that drops at the 
back MIS contact. For a given external voltage this defines how the different metal layers are 
charged. Time dependent boundary conditions (AC or TR calculation mode) for the MIS 
contact on are not implemented at the current state of AFORS-HET development.  
Both semiconductor potentials ( )frontxϕ  and ( )backxϕ  at the front/back boundary of the 
semiconductor stack and the metal work functions backfront /φ  of the front/back contact enter 
the boundary condition for the electric potential. Also enters the net charge itρ  of the 
interface, which has to be calculated by summing over all interface defects. The 
electron/hole currents into the interface defects ( )frontn xj , ( )frontp xj , are given by the 
recombination rates frontnitR , , 
front
pitR ,  of the interface defects. The three boundary conditions for 
a MIS contact read:  
1. ( ) ( )[ ] [ ]{ } ( ) ∑−∂∂−−+−−= trap trapitxrfrontbackfrontbackext qxxxxVC front ρ
ϕεεφφϕϕ                   0 0  
2. ( ) frontnitfrontn Rxj ,0 −=  
3. ( ) frontpitfrontp Rxj ,0 −−=  
in the case that only one MIS contact at the front boundary is chosen, and  
1.a ( ) ( )[ ] [ ]{ } ( ) ∑−∂∂−−+−−= trap trapitxrfrontbackfrontbackext qxxxxVf front ρ
ϕεεφφϕϕ            C     0 0front  
2.a ( ) frontnitfrontn Rxj ,0 −=  
3.a ( ) frontpitfrontp Rxj ,0 −−=  
1.b ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] [ ]{ } ( ) ∑−∂∂−−+−−−= trap trapitxrfrontbackfrontbackext qxxxxVf back ρ
ϕεεφφϕϕ        C 1    0 0back  
2.b ( ) backnitbackn Rtxj ,,0 −=  
3.b ( ) backpitbackp Rtxj ,,0 −−=  
in case that two MIS contacts at both boundaries are chosen. 
5. Characterization methods simulated by AFORS-HET 
In the following it is described how the most common solar cell characterization methods 
are simulated within AFORS-HET, i.e. current-voltage (IV), quantum efficiency (QE), quasi-
steady-state photoconductance (QSSPC), impedance (IMP, ADM, C-V, C-T, C-f), surface 
photovoltage (ID-SPV, VD-SPV, WD-SPV) and photo-electro-luminescence (PEL). 
5.1 Measurement model: current-voltage characteristic (IV) 
This measurement varies the external voltage at the boundaries and plots the resulting 
external current through the semiconductor stack in order to obtain the current-voltage 
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characteristic of the simulated structure. For each voltage value the total current through the 
structure (the sum of the electron and hole current at a boundary gridpoint) is calculated. 
This can be done in the dark or under an illumination. The measurement model can iterate 
the specific data points maximum-power point (mpp), open-circuit voltage (Voc), short-
circuit current (Isc) and thus calculate the fill-factor FF  and the efficiency Eff  of the solar 
cell, whereas the illumination power density 2onilluminati /in  cmWP  is calculated from the 
incident photon spectrum: 
scoc
mppmpp
IV
IV
FF
 
 = ,   
onilluminationilluminati
    
    
 
P
IVFF
P
IV
Eff scoc
mppmpp ==  
5.2 Measurement model: quantum efficiency (QE) 
In order to simulate quantum efficiencies, the semiconductor stack is additionally 
illuminated with a monochromatic irradiation at a certain wavelength λ , and the difference 
irrad
SCIΔ  of the resulting short circuit current with and without the additional irradiation is 
computed. A quantum efficiency ( )λQE  can then defined as 
( )
photonsofnumber
qI
photonsofnumber
circuitexternaltheinelectronsofnumber
QE
irrad
SC
..
/
..
...... Δ==λ  
Different quantum efficiencies are calculated, depending on the number of photons which 
are considered: (1) external quantum efficiency (EQE): all photons of the additional 
irradiation, which are incident on the semiconductor stack, whether they are reflected, 
absorbed or transmitted, are counted. (2) internal quantum efficiency (IQE): only the 
absorbed photons of the additional irradiation are counted. Note, that like in a real 
measurement, photons which are absorbed in the contacts are also counted, despite the fact 
that they do not contribute to the current. (3) corrected internal quantum efficiency (IQE1): 
only the photons of the additional irradiation which are absorbed in the semiconductor 
stack are counted. 
5.3 Measurement model: quasi steady state photoconductance (QSSPC) 
The excess carrier density dependant lifetimes ( )nalln Δ_τ , ( )pallp Δ_τ  for a semiconductor 
stack of the thickness L  under a given external illumination are calculated according to the 
following equations: 
( )
G
n
nalln Δ
Δ=Δ_τ   ( )
G
p
pallp Δ
Δ=Δ_τ  
( ){ } { }( ) Lxndxxndxn /)(darkdilluminate ∫∫ −=Δ  
( ){ } { }( ) Lxpdxxpdxp /)(darkdilluminate ∫∫ −=Δ  
( ){ } { }( ) LxGdxxGdxG /)(darkdilluminate ∫∫ −=Δ  
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The average dark and illuminated carrier densities and the average generation rate are 
calculated by integrating over the whole structure. Thus the excess carrier densities nΔ , pΔ  
and the corresponding change in generation rate GΔ  can be calculated. Within the 
measurement model, the external illumination intensity is varied and the resulting excess 
carrier dependant lifetimes ( )nalln Δ_τ  and ( )pallp Δ_τ  are plotted. 
For typical structures that have a c-Si layer with low mobility passivation layers at the front 
and back additionally c-Si carrier lifetimes Sicn −_τ  and Sicp −_τ  are calculated by only 
integrating over the c-Si layer. To model the typical QSSPC measurements of passivated c-Si 
wafers done with the commercially available setup by Sinton Consulting 
(Sinton & Cuevas, 1996), an effectively measured carrier lifetime qssτ  is calculated by the 
following equation: 
Sic
SicpSicn
SicpSicSicnSic
qss G
pn
−
−−
−−−− Δ+
Δ+Δ= /
__
__
μμ
μμτ  
5.4 Measurement model: impedance, capacitance (IMP, ADM, C-V, C-T) 
Both boundaries must be described by a voltage controlled metal-semiconductor contact. 
Additional to the time independent external DC voltage DCextV  an alternating sinusoidal AC 
voltage is superimposed, ( ) ( ) ( ) tiACextDCextext exVxVtxV            ,~ ω+= , with a small amplitude ACextV  and 
a given frequency f , fπω 2= . The resulting external current through the semiconductor 
stack in the limes of a sufficiency small amplitude is calculated, 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) tiACextDCexttiACextDCextext exIxIexIxItxI  )(   ~                 ,~ ωδω +=+= + . It is also sinusoidal and of the 
same frequency f , with an AC-amplitude ACextI  and a phase shift δ , or with a complex 
amplitude ACextI
~
 respectively.  
The impedance is defined to be the complex resistance of the semiconductor stack, i.e. the 
quotient of ac-voltage to ac-current. The admittance is defined to be the complex 
conductivity of the semiconductor stack, i.e. the quotient of ac-current to ac-voltage. It can 
be equivalently represented by a parallel circuit of a conductance G  and a capacitance C . 
 ~    
~
AC
ext
AC
ext
I
V
PIM = ,   CfG
V
I
MAD
AC
ext
AC
ext   2 i    
~
    
~ π+==  
Depending on the measurement chosen, the frequency is varied and the amplitude and 
phase shift of the impedance is plotted (measurement IMP), or the capacitance, conductance 
and conductance divided by frequency is plotted (measurement ADM). Furthermore, for a 
fixed frequency f , the capacitance can be plotted as a function of the external DC-voltage 
(measurement C-V) or as a function of the temperature (measurement C-T). 
5.5 Measurement model: surface photovoltage (ID-SPV, VD-SPV, WD-SPV) 
In order to simulate a steady-state surface photovoltage (SPV) signal (Kronik & Shapira, 
1999), the front side boundary should usually be a metal-insulator-semiconductor contact. 
The semiconductor stack is additionally illuminated with a monochromatic irradiation at a 
certain wavelength and intensity. The potential difference fΔ  with and without 
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monochromatic illumination at the front (first grid point) and at the back (last grid point) of 
the stack is computed and as output the SPV signal backfrontSPVV /_  is calculated. 
( )darkfront/backdilluminatefront/backfront/back/ ϕϕϕ −=Δ=SPV backfrontV  
Note that only one quantity frontϕ  or backϕ  will change upon illumination, as the potential is 
fixed to 0=ϕ  either at the front side or at the back side. Depending on the measurement, 
either the intensity of the monochromatic illumination is varied (ID-SPV, intensity 
dependant surface photovoltage), or the external voltage is varied (VD-SPV, voltage 
dependant surface photovoltage), or the wavelength of the monochromatic illumination is 
varied (WD-SPV, wavelength dependant surface photovoltage).  
5.6 Measurement model: photo electro luminescence (PEL) 
When an external illumination and/or an external voltage are applied the emitted radiation 
can be calculated according to the generalized Plank equation (Würfel, 1982).  
( ) ( ) ( )∫ ⎪⎪⎭
⎪⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
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⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −−
⋅=
1/)()(exp
1,
2
5
kTxExE
hc
x
dxcI
FpFnλ
λ
λαλ  
By integration over the whole structure the wavelength dependant emitted intensity to the 
front and back is calculated taking photon re-absorption into account. For a given 
absorption coefficient α  and a given wavelength λ  the spectra ( )λI  of the emitted photons 
is determined by the splitting of the quasi-Fermi levels of electrons and holes FnE , FpE . The 
external working conditions like external illumination and/or applied voltage that cause the 
quasi-Fermi level splitting have to be specified. Furthermore the wavelength region for 
which the emitted intensity is calculated can be selected.  
6. Selected examples on AFORS-HET simulations 
To illustrate the concepts of numerical solar cell simulation, some selected examples 
simulating a simple amorphous/crystalline silicon solar cell are shown. The absorber of the 
solar cell (designed for photon absorption) is constituted by a 300 µm thick p-doped 
textured silicon wafer, c-Si, whereas the emitter of the solar cell (designed for minority 
carrier extraction, that is electron extraction) consists of an ultra thin 10 nm layer of n-doped, 
hydrogenated amorphous Silicon, a-Si:H, see Fig. 4. In order to support the lateral electron 
transport, a transparent conductive oxide layer, TCO, is used as a front side contact. For the 
sake of simplicity, majority carrier extraction that is hole extraction, is realized as a simple 
metallic flatband contact to the p-type absorber. Please note, that this solar cell structure is 
not a high efficiency structure, as a back surface field region, BSF, for hole extraction in 
order to avoid contact recombination, has not been used. However, this structure has been 
chosen, as it clearly reveals the properties of an amorphous/crystalline heterojunction 
interface. 
This interface is crucial for the performance of an amorphous/crystalline heterojunction 
solar cell: By an adequate wet-chemical pre-treatment of the wafer prior to the deposition of 
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a-Si:H onto the surface of the silicon wafer, one has to ensure that an a-Si:H/c-Si 
heterocontact with a low a-Si:H/c-Si interface state density, itD ,  will form. The influence of 
itD  on the solar cell performance as well as on various solar cell characterisation methods 
will be shown. Thus a sensitivity analysis of different measurement methods in order to 
measure an unknown itD  is performed my means of numerical simulation.  
 
 
Fig. 4. Screenshots of typical AFORS-HET input: Simulation of TCO/a-Si:H(n)/c-Si(p)/Al 
heterojunction solar cells. (left) layer sequence, (right) defect distributions ( )EN trap  of the 
a-Si:H(n) layer and of the a-Si:H(n)/c-Si(p) interface. 
Fig. 4 shows typical screenshots of an AFORS-HET input while modelling the above 
mentioned TCO/a-Si:H(n)/c-Si(p)/Al heterojunction solar cell. In order to model the c-Si 
absorber, the bulk model “crystalline silicon” is chosen, specifying the appropriate doping 
(i.e. 316 10  5.1 −= cmN A ) and the appropriate lifetime of the wafer (i.e. specifying a defect 
density of a single midgap defect 310 10  .1 −= cmNt , which corresponds to a mean lifetime of 
ms 1  as indicated in the input window). In order to model the a-Si:H emitter, the bulk model 
“standard semiconductor” is chosen, specifying the measured  density of state distributions 
within the bandgap of a-Si:H (Korte & Schmidt, 2008), see Fig. 4. I.e. the measured Urbach 
tail states and the measured dangling bond states of a-Si:H have to be stated and the doping 
density DN  has to be adjusted to a value which leads to the measured Fermi level to valence 
band distance meVEE VF  250=−  of a-Si:H (Korte & Schmidt, 2008). Furthermore, the 
electron affinity of a-Si:H has to be adjusted to a value in order to represent the measured 
valence band offset meVEEE aSiV
cSi
VV  450=−=Δ  (Korte & Schmidt, 2008). For modeling the 
a-Si/c-Si interface, the interface model “drift diffusion interface” is chosen, assuming a 
simple constant distribution of interface defects within the bandgap, exhibiting a donor like 
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character below midgap and an acceptor like character above midgap, see Fig.4. The TCO 
layer at the front is modelled as an optical layer, thus at the front contact the measured TCO 
absorption (Schmidt et. al., 2007) as well as the measured solar cell reflection due to the 
surface texturing (Schmidt et. al., 2007) is specified. Therefore, for the optical calculation the 
optical model “Lambert-Beer absorption” has to be specified. 
6.1 Optical calculation 
Fig. 5 shows the resulting spectral absorptions of the incoming AM 1.5 illumination within 
the different layers of the solar cell: More than half of the low wavelength radiation 
( nm 350≤λ ) is absorbed within the 80 nm thick TCO layer and is therefore lost for solar 
energy conversion. Also the defect-rich, ultra-thin a-Si:H emitter is significantly absorbing 
photons up to nm 600≤λ . All photons with nm 600≤λ , which are not absorbed, are 
reflected. Most photons with nm 800≥λ , which are not absorbed by the solar cell absorber, 
are transmitted, some of them are reflected, a few of them are absorbed in the TCO layer 
due to free carrier absorption. After exceeding the bandgap of the c-Si absorber (for 
nm 1120≥λ ) there is no more photon absorption in the absorber. 
 
 
Fig. 5. Screenshot of the spectral absorption within the different solar cell layers (yellow: 
TCO layer, blue: a-Si:H emitter layer, red: c-Si absorber layer).  
6.2 Equilibrium band diagrams 
Fig. 6 shows the resulting equilibrium band diagrams (conduction band energy, valence 
band energy and Fermi energy as a function of the position within the solar cell) assuming 
different interface state densities itD , after an electrical calculation has been performed.  
 
             
Fig. 6. Screenshots of equilibrium band diagrams (red: Fermi energy, black: valence and 
conduction band energy) for three different a-Si:H/c-Si interface state densities itD .  
Note that the equilibrium band diagram does not change until 212 10  2 −≥ cmDit . 
Dit = 6 1012 cm-2  Dit = 1012 cm-2  
Dit = 1010 cm-2
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6.3 Current-voltage characteristics 
However, if one looks at the solar cell performance, i.e. if one calculates the corresponding 
current-voltage characteristics, itD  will reduce the open-circuit voltage of the solar cell for 
210
 10  1
−≥ cmDit , see Fig. 7. Even if interface states in a comparatively low concentration are 
formed, i.e. 210210  10  5 10  1 −− ≤≤ cmDcm it , this will significantly reduce the solar cell 
efficiency. 
 
 
Fig. 7. Screenshot of a current-voltage simulation under AM 1.5 illumination for two 
different a-Si:H/c-Si interface state densities itD . 
6.4 Quantum efficiency 
The influence of itD  is not noticeable in a quantum efficiency measurement, as the short-
circuit current density is not affected due to a itD  variation, and quantum efficiency is a 
measure for the excess carrier collection efficiency under short circuit conditions. In Fig. 8 
internal as well as external quantum efficiency is shown (IQE, EQE), whereas the difference 
of the two results from the measured reflection losses.  
 
 
Fig. 8. Screenshot of a quantum efficiency simulation (there is no difference for different 
a-Si:H/c-Si interface state densities itD ). 
6.5 Impedance, capacitance 
If one monitors temperature dependent impedance in the dark (i.e. if one calculates the 
resulting conductance and capacitance as a function of temperature), the onset of the change 
of the equilibrium band bending due to an increasing itD  can be detected. As soon as the 
increasing itD  starts to change the equilibrium band bending, an additional peak in the 
conductance spectra evolves (Gudovskikh et. al., 2006), see Fig. 9. Thus, dark capacitance- 
temperature (C-T) measurements are sensitive to interface states only for 21210.2 −≥ cmDit . 
IQE
EQE 
Dit = 1012 cm-2
Dit = 1010 cm-2  
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Fig. 9. Screenshot of a capacitance-temperature simulation at an AC frequency of 10 kHz for 
three different a-Si:H/c-Si interface state densities itD . 
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Fig. 10. Comparison of simulated and measured capacitance-frequency measurements 
under AM1.5 illumination for different a-Si:H/c-Si interface state densities itD . Data from 
(Gudovskikh et. al., 2006). 
In order to enhance the sensitivity towards itD , measurements under illumination have to 
be performed. Fig. 10 shows an example of an illuminated capacitance-frequency (C-f) 
measurement, where the corresponding simulations are compared to a real experiment 
(Gudovskikh et. al., 2006). According to the simulation, the itD  of the solar cell under 
investigation was in the range 21110.8 −≈ cmDit . A sensitivity analysis of this measurement 
technique indicates a sensitivity towards itD  for 
21110.1 −≥ cmDit . However, this is still not 
sufficient in order to characterize well passivated solar cells with a low itD  in the range 
211210  10  1 10  1 −− <≤ cmDcm it . 
6.6 Photoluminescence 
Photoluminescence proofs to be quite sensitive to itD . This is because this measurement 
performs without current extraction. As an example, Fig. 11 shows the simulated steady-
state photoluminescence spectra as well as the transient photoluminescence decay (after an 
1012 cm-2
1010 cm-2
4 1012 cm-2
conductance G @10 kHz capacitance C @10 kHz
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integration of the spectra) due to a pulse-like excitation for two different values of 
210
10.1
−= cmDit and 21210.1 −= cmDit . If one integrates the spectra, the simulated 
measurement signals differ for more than one order of magnitude. 
 
      
Fig. 11. Screenshots of photoluminescence simulations for two different a-Si:H/c-Si interface 
state densities itD . (left) steady-state photoluminescence spectra, (right) transient 
photoluminescence decay after a pulse-like excitation.  
 
                  
Fig. 12. (left) Simulated temperature dependant photoluminescence measurements for 
different a-Si:H/c-Si interface state densities itD . (right) Measured temperature dependant 
photoluminescence. Data from (Fuhs et. al, 2006). 
The sensitivity towards itD  can even be more enhanced, if one performs temperature 
dependant photoluminescence measurements, see Fig. 12. Here the character of the 
measurement even changes if itD  is in the range 
211210  10  1 10  1 −− <≤ cmDcm it . For 
21010.1 −≤ cmDit  the spectral emission decreases with increasing temperature, see Fig. 12, 
thus indicating a non noticeable amount of interface defects, whereas for example for 
21110.1 −= cmDit  an increasing spectral emission with increasing temperature is observed 
(Fuhs et. al, 2006). 
7. Conclusion 
A mathematical description of AFORS-HET, version 2.4, a one dimensional computer 
program for the simulation of solar cells and solar cell characterization methods has been 
Dit = 1012 cm-2  
Dit =1010 cm-2  
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stated. Some selected examples, simulating amorphous/crystalline silicon heterojunction 
solar cells and investigating the sensitivity of various measurement methods towards the 
interface state density itD , were presented. 
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